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I. INTRODUCTION 
Quantum field theory has a long history of cooperation between 
physicists and mathematicians. The approach in this paper utilizes the 
theory developed in generalized functions. This effort was pioneered by Dr. 
Paul Dirac. His early results of the 1920s still remain a very elagant treat- 
ment of the theory. A more recent publication [9] written by Dirac in 1966 
gives a concise treatment of the subject. Many other contributors, uch as 
Bargmann [l-3], Bogoliubov [S], Cholewinski [6], Colombeau [7], 
Friedrichs [25], Kastler [28], Kristensen, Mejlbo, and Poulsen [32], 
Rzewuski [38-411, and Wightman [48,49], all consider a form of a 
generalized function. 
Especially during the 1950s it became apparent that the Hilbert space 
setting may prove to be too tight to allow for a much needed flexible 
theory. The notion of a generalized Fock space began to attract 
researchers. We will begin with the past development of a Fock space and 
then consider a mathematical space, rp.sB, which serves as our generalized 
Fock space. 
Classical quantum field theory formulates its general theory in the setting 
of entire functions. A classical entire function, F, with power series 
representation, 
or a functional power series of the form 
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where 
(u,, ,‘I) =
s s ... V,,(Pl,...,P,)cr(P,)...cx(P,)dp,,...,dP, (1 3) 
are discussed by Bargmann [2] and Rzewuski [40]. The complex valued 
functions, cr(p,), (1<i< n) in expression (1.3) are defined on points, p, 
belonging to Euclidean space, E,. The n-point functions, u (p,, ... . p,), are 
symmetric and defined on Euclidean space, E3,,. 
However, as the general theory advances, it was noticed that free field 
operators should perhaps be operator valued distributions [S]. The entire 
functions developed in this paper will have functional representations hav- 
ing tempered distributions as their domain. The wave functions developed 
by the physicists usually represent a probability distribution. A probability 
distribution when integrated over the entire space must equal one. Rapid 
descent est functions, Y(R3”), are excellent candidates for this situation 
since when normalized their integral over the entire space will equal one. 
The notion of p-particles changing to p + 1 particles i mathematically 
treated as a creation operator. Similarly the destruction fone particle is
represented asan annihilation operator. These operators will have domains 
developed in this paper and termed infinite dimensional Fock spaces, TpB. 
A form of a kernel theorem is proven in Section 4. Then our space, TpB, 
is homeomorphic to a space having the classical annihilation and creation 
operators defined in it as they are presented in Ref. [7]. 
We have developed the cannonical commutator relationships n everal 
spaces and suggest he selection fthe appropriate space be determined by 
the physical application. 
2. THE SCALE OF FRBCHET SPACES, TpB = Ujz, rp,sB 
We begin with tempered distributions, Y’(R”), and the space of rapid 
descent est functions, Y(R”). Rapid descent est functions are in fact a 
Frechet space. A FrCchet space in our context is characterized as a linear 
vector space equipped with an increasing sequence of separating (semi-) 
norms. Moreover, the space is complete with respect o these (semi-) 
norms. Rapid descent est functions enjoy these properties and the norms 
are given by 
11G41, = sup (1 + Ir,12)“...(1 + lTn12)” I4gk;,q”‘I, (2.1) 
CT,+ ... +cr,Cm 
CT,, . . . . rn’ E R” 
where m=O, 1,2 ,.... 
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The dual of this particular F echet space is tempered istributions. They
form a union-pseudo-topological sp ce in the sense of Frolicher and 
Bucher [26]. Therefore the notion of a remainder [26] can be introduced 
in our setting. The details regarding differentiability reflected by constraints 
imposed on the remainder is the central theme in Ref. [26]. We give three 
fundamental definitions from Ref. [26] to acquaint he reader with our 
form of differentiability. We remark that in a pseudo-topological space 
each point is equipped with a family of convergent filter bases. This family 
does not necessarily enjoy the convenience of comparing them to a 
neighborhood base [26]. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let r: E, HE, be a mapping between two pseudo- 
topological spaces, E, and E,. We define an associated map, 8,, as 
%,:RxE,HE~ 
; r(h), I* # 0 
8,: (A, x) H 
0, 1 = 0, 
where R are the reals. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let r: E, HE, be a mapping between two pseudo- 
topological spaces. This mapping, r, is called a remainder and denoted 
YE R(E, ; E2) iff 
(i) r(O)=0 
where 1 V denotes the filter base of basic neighborhoods converging to zero 
in the reals. B is any family of sets in E, such that 1 VB defined in the 
obvious way converges to the zero vector in the pseudo-topology ofE,. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A mapping CD: E, HE, between two pseudo- 
topological spaces is differentiable at a~ E, denoted @“‘(a;.), where 
@“‘(a;.) E L(E, ; E,) iff there xists a remainder, r E R(E, ; E2), defined by 
r(a; h) = @(a + h) - @(a) - @“(a; h). 
Higher order derivatives are similarly defined implementing a form of a 
remainder having a different range [26]. We consider functionals, @, 
having tempered distributions as their domain and the range to be the 
reals. The functionals, @, will be infinitely differentiable in the above sense 
[26] and enjoy a “power series” representation. The coefficients in the 
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“power series” will be symmetric multilinear functionals [46]. We term 
these functionals to be entire functionals and equip them with an increasing 
sequence of norms given in the following definition ofthe space, TpB. 
Foreachs>,l, thespaceTp,“B(p>l, B={B;}E,, Bi>Bj,j>i)iscalled 
an infinite dimensional Fock space. The p and Bi, ik0, are all real 
numbers. These spaces are topological spaces of real-valued functionals on 
9”(R3”; R), the space of real-valued tempered distributions. The set of 
functionals which are members of rp,sB are all C”(Y’(R3”; R)). We also 
require if @E rp,sB, then 
O(x)= f ayx4= f a,[x, . . . . X-J, (2.5) 
C/=0 C/=0 
where a0 E R and a,, q > 1, are q-multilinear symmetric continuous 
functionals on S’(R3n) x . . . x Y’(RJn) to R. 
We use R3” as the domain of the rapid descent est functions and con- 
sequently denote tempered distributions as Y’(R3”). This is done to 
accomodate quantum field theory. We have n-points each with three spatial 
coordinates. This is reflected in the notation, R3”. In expression (2.10) 
below, each ri, (1 d i < n), is a member of R3. The notation 1~~1~ has the 
obvious definition. Each gi, (1 < i < n), in expression (2.10) is a three tuple 
of positive integers whose sum is denoted oi, (1 <i< n). Our notation is 
adopted to simplify the writing of this paper. 
We identify or each GE r p~SB the associated state vector, 
(2.6) 
Each multilinear functional, ay> 1, has an infinite dimensional domain 
space. This observation a d the association (2.6) permits us to speak of an 
infinite dimensional Fock space. 
The members, @, belonging to our infinite dimensional Fock space are 
entire functionals in the sense discussed above in (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4). The 
topological structure will be homeomorphic to a scale of spaces whose 
members can be represented by a kernel form similar to expression (2.6). 
However, within this form the individual entries will be members of 
Y(R3”), the space of rapid descent est functions. This will generalize the 
Fock or Fischer space described in [6]. 
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We first generalize the creation and annihilation perators which 
motivates a generalized commutator. In order to understand the 
topological properties ofour creation and annihilation operators, we equip 
our infinite dimensional Fock space with the following sequence of norms: 
lll~I~~.~.~=supi’u~‘~~~l’n<, m=O, l,..., 
4 s m 
(2.7) 
where 
ll~qllm = sup IapY I m = 0, 1, . . . x E Y’( R3n) (2.8) 
II--II In G 1 
and 
llxll -m = sup I(4 d>l 
llbllm G 1 
m = 0, 1, . . . . 4 E Y(R3”) (2.9) 
and 
11~11, = sup (1 + Iz, I’)“‘...(1 + I~~l*)~l~l~~::..;~;)I zi~R3 1 <idn, 
CT,+ ... +nn<m 
(7,. . . ..T.)ER’” (2.10) 
where 
d’(r, >. ..> r;, 3Ti2> T’i3> ...I T,f) (1 <i<n) (2.11) 
and 
The functions, 4 are test functions of rapid descent and the functionals, 
x, are tempered distributions [S,SO]. The set of entire functionals belong- 
ing to rpsSB equipped with the natural topology induced by the sequence of 
norms, (2, 3), is easily seen to be a Frechet space. We then consider 
1 G s < s’ where clearly rp,Sa c fp,s’B. Also the canonical injection, 
J,,, : rp,SB H rp,S’B, iscontinuous. 
The kernel representation for the multilinear symmetric functionals, 
a,, q 2 1, will have a square summable property which the multilinear 
symmetric functionals also enjoy in the following sense. 
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PROPOSITION 2.12. The sequence of multilinear symmetric functionals, 
{a,,}:= O, a, E R, described in expression (2.6) is square summahle in each 
norm, 
m = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
ProoJ If @ E TpB then @E rp,sB and @s(x) = C;=, ayxq. Select any 
norm, I/( . IIIJB,, and consider 
We therefore have 
CmWJ’ 
IlaJn< q!l/p 
for every q. From these statements and returning 
notion, we obtain 
to the square summable 
3. ANNIHILATION AND CREATION OPERATORS 
The annihilation a d creation operators will first be defined on the 
functional representation, (2.2). The algebraic and topological properties 
for these operators will be investigated and a theorem will be proved that 
under appropriate hypothesis the annihilation operator can be applied to a 
member of the infinite dimensional Fock space an infinite number of times. 
However, the composition of the annihilation perator will require the 
utilization of the scale of Frechet spaces introduced in Section 2. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. For (D E rptSB and h E 9”(R3”), we define the 
annihilation perator, D , as 
D, : j-WE ++ rP.SB 
(3.2) 
where 
(q+l)a,+,[h, L 1 
y variables 
will contain q variables. Similarly the operator, Di, v a positive integer is 
defined as 
v! a,[h”] 
(1 +v)!a,+,Ch’, .I \ 
(3.3) 
The a,+,[h’, . ..] denotes the (q+ v) symmetric multilinear form with v 
variables qual to h and q free variables. We recall that the multilinear 
functionals, ay  q 3 1, are symmetric and so the location of the tempered 
distribution, h, is invariant. For convenience, we place the tempered dis- 
tribution, h, an appropriate number of times in the first v arguments. We 
also note that the operator, D;;, can be viewed as a differential operator 
acting on @ and evaluated in the “direction,” h. This is then a 
generalization of a derivative which can be evaluated in an infinite number 
of directions. We investigate he topological structure of applying the 
operator, D;, an infinite number of times to @. We first need some 
preliminary information from analytic function theory. 
DEFINITION 3.4. A complex valued analytic function, Q(y), has order of 
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growth 6 I and is of minimal type if and only if for each E > 0, 3C, such 
that 
IQ(Y)I G Cc exp E Ivl’- 
for all y E C [27]. 
LEMMA 3.5. The Taylor coefficients ofan analytic function of the class 
defined in (3.4) satisfies 
Proof [27, p. 1953 
THEOREM 3.6. @ E TpB and sZ( y) = 1 w, y” is a complex valued analytic 
function of minimal type and order of growth, A, where l/p + l/A = 1. The 
following form of the annihilation perator, 
Q(D,)= f w, D; , 
“=O 
defined by 
Q(D,) @P(x) = f w, D;l @(xl 
Y = 0 
is a linear continuous transformation the scale of spaces, TpB, to the scale 
of spaces, TpB. 
Proox The tempered distribution, h, has rank, m,. We consider two 
cases. 
Case 1. mo<m. Clearly Ilhl(_,,> llhll-, whenever mo6m. We apply 
the norm III . ll s’B, to @ where s’ > 2s and obtain 
lllQ(D,J @ ill s’B, = sup 
IKE,“=, w ((q+ v)!/4!) a y+vUlmq!“Y 
(s’&J~ 
. (3.7) 
4 
We note whenever @or p~SB then the multilinear symmetric functionals, 
a,,q 3 1, satisfy 
Ilaq+vll d 
M,,,(sB,)~ + ” 
(q+ v)!“P . (3.8) 
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When we insert inequality (3.8) into expression (3.7) we obtain 
The complex valued analytic function 6?(y) satisfies L mma 3.5 with 
P A=- 
p-l 
Also v” > v!, v> 1, and thus we have 
lw,l &g (3.10) 
Using inequality (3.10) in inequality (3.9), we obtain 
Ill Q(D,,) @Ill S’B, 
M* cc 
6 yp (S’KJ ,.Go 
cc C~4Pl(P-1wC’ “p’J3+v)!1 “PCSB )“+‘(l,hlIm 
v!‘-‘IP q!l--l/P m m 
)“
(3.11) 
We observe that the space, f p,JB, has p > 1 and rp,S’B has s’ > 2s. Incor- 
porating these observations into expression (3.11) and selecting E > 0 
suffkiently small ensures that the series in (3.11) converges. Moreover, the 
supremum over q is also finite. Thus we have established our form of the 
application fthe infinite annihilation operator to be bounded between the 
spaces, rp,SB and rp,s’B, ofour scale. As in classical spaces, the bounded- 
ness property ensures the continuity property. 
Case 2. m, > m. Observe whenever m <m’, then IJhJI --m z llhll Pml. Thus 
when we select a norm, II/ . 111 SB,, where m < m, , we can majorize it with the 
norm Ill . IILBw . Then we compute as we did in Case 1. Q.E.D. 
We notice that our annihilation perator, (3.3), actually induces a con- 
straint on the multilinear symmetric functional, aq +“, by demanding that h 
be introduced v-times. This in a sense limits the freedom of the functional. 
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The creation operator on the other hand offers new evaluations a seen by 
Definition 3.12. Rapid descent est functions are denoted 4. Functionals 
belonging to rp,sB will be denoted Cp since they are acting as our class of 
“super test functions.” 
DEFINITION 3.12. For @EE~,~‘~ and ~~E,Y(R’“), we define the creation 
operator, Q;, as 
Q;: p~rB H rp.sB 
0 
0 
(.,~>.(.,~>-....(.,~>a, 
v copies 
1 
:s 
J 
) (3.13) 
where 
sym( .,d>.....( .,4>.a,_,,[. , .. .] 
and o varies over all permutations of { 1, 2, . . . q}. The sym operator is 
introduced so that the qth entry remains symmetric. By this we mean the 
multilinear functional, 
(.,cj)...( .,d)a,-J., . . . . .]:Y’(R3”)x ... xY’(R3”)~R, 
q-copies 
need not be symmetric when evaluated at a point, (h, . I. h,), hi # h,, i#j. 
This is corrected with introduction fthe sym operator. We have v < q 
since each application of the creation operator “slides” the column 
representation d wn one position. Again the creation operator is applied to 
a state vector an infinite number of times in an appropriate s nse. We now 
prove an analogous theorem to Theorem 3.6. 
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THEOREM 3.14. If @E TpB and O(y)= zy=, wyyy is a complex valued 
analytic function of minimal type and order of growth, A, where 1 dp, then 
the following form of the creation operator, 
defined by 
Q(Qc+) Q(x) = f MQ;) @(xl 
“=O 
is a linear continuous transformation the scale of spaces, TpB, to the scale 
of spaces, TpB. 
Proof. A multilinear functional, a , which is not symmetric has the 
property 
Q Ilay Ilm Ilh, II --m .. . . . llh, II --m 0 E permutations { 1, . . . . 4). 
Therefore the norm estimates on a symmetrized functional will not contain 
additional terms. A rapid descent est function, 4 has all norms defined on 
it. Hence, we only have one case to compute in this theorem. We evaluate 
m I~,l~II~II,~yll~4-yll,~~“p 
IIIWQ,) @liIs’B, = sup c 
Y “=O (s’B,)~ 
O” Iw,I(II~IIm)y llaq--vllm (4--v)!“p~!1’p(~)q~y =sup 1 
Y V=O (q- v)!“~ (s’B,,,)~-” (s’)~-” (s’B,)” 
O3 Iw”lwllm)v4!1’p 
G ~~~@~~~sBrn sup c “=o (q-VP 
(3.15) 
Y 
The hypothesis, ,I<p, implies l/v !‘I* d l/v !‘jp for v 2 1 and the analytic 
function coefficients satisfy 
(3.16) 
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Inserting these observations into inequality (3.15) implies 
lllQ(Qqd @llls’~,,, 
oc 
d II/@lllsBmCE up c 
(Eep)YIP q 1 ‘IP 
,‘,~(4-y;!‘,Jl 
4 y=oy. 
mllm)Y ($ WJY 
d I/l@lllss, c,sup $ 
0 
y f (Eepp (I1411m)Y w,)rY. (3.17) 
4 y=o 
Again selecting a space, rp.“*, where s’ > 2s and E sufficiently small ensures 
a bounded creation operator. Q.E.D. 
The algebraic properties ofthe annihilation a d creation operators are 
formulated within the milieu of the canonical commutator relationships. 
We first introduce the notion of the commutator. 
DEFINITION 3.18. Let A and B be two operators on a space. We define 
[A, B], =AB*BA, 
where AB and BA are evaluated as the composition of operators. We will 
address the minus form of the commutator. Let 4, $ eY(R3”) and h, 
h”~ Y’(R3”), and A and B be the annihilation a d creation operators 
defined in Definitions 3.1 and 3.12. We select our space to be our infinite 
dimensional Fock space, r ps. One can check that the canonical com- 
mutator relations, 
CD/?, &I = 0 
IQ,, Q,l = 0 
CD,u Q,l = (k 4) .I4 
(3.19) 
will hold on the f pB space when the state vectors are in the form (2.6). The 
notation Id in expression (3.19) denotes the identity operator on each of 
the spaces, rp’SB. 
4. Tm KERNEL REPRESENTATION 
A classical Fock space has its elements represented as
(4.1) 
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where I&, E@ and K, E Lz[ (R3)“], the Hilbert space of all square integrable 
symmetric omplex valued functions on R3Y [7]. The standard creation 
operator, denoted a+(d), and annihilation perator, denoted a-($), are 
defined on state vectors of the form (4.1). The algebraic properties are then 
investigated and the topological properties are studied within the 
framework of square summable, 
Ik,l*+ f j” 1/2,(x,, . . ..x,J2dx,~~~dx,<oo. 
n=l 
(4.2) 
This approach will be applied to our kernel representation n Section 5. 
We will prove a form of the famous Schwartz’s kernel theorem [51] by 
relating our symmetric multilinear functionals, ay q > 1, to test functions 
of rapid descent. The isomorphism will be proven using fundamental 
sequence representation for tempered distributions and Riemann sum 
approximations for convolutions. The topological homeomorphism is 
established by comparing an equivalent sequence of norms. 
We will then have two homeomorphic spaces in which to study the 
annihilation a d creation operators. Again the canonical commutator 
relationships will be investigated in the space of kernel representations for
@E TpB. The proof of the algebraic isomorphism between the symmetric 
multilinear forms, ay, q 3 2, and the symmetric rapid descent est functions, 
dq, q > 2, will be performed for q = 2 and n = 1. This will enable us to 
minimize the notation required to complete the proof. 
We recall that 9”(R’) x Y”(R’) is the domain space for bilinear 
symmetric forms, a*. We select a pair of translated delta functions, 
(6(z, - a,), 6(r, - a2)) E Y(R’) x <Y”(R’), 
and define the following function 
MT I, ~*)=a,C&7, -01L &72-a2)1. (4.3) 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 6(~, - (T, ) be a translate of the delta function, 6(0,), 
belonging to the space, Y’(R’). Then 
Lim ‘( 
T,-cJa,+dT,)--(z,-a,) 
dz = -m(Tl -a,). 
h-0 1 
Proof. Select any rapid descent est function, &a,), and consider 
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Lim 
: 
&z, -0, +AT,)-h(z, -a,) 
dr1 -0 AT, 
= Lim 
6(a,-t,-Ar,)-@a,-r,) 
LIT, -0 l At, 
~(~1 +A~,)-~(r,) 
AT, 
Also we have 
and the result follows. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. The function, q5*(~, , tZ), defined in expression (4.3) is a 
symmetric infinitely differentiable function on R2. 
Proof: d2 is clearly symmetric since a2 is symmetric. We will prove 
differentiability n thevariable, (r,), and note that the proof is similar for 
the variable, (r2). For a fixed, r,, we consider 
6(z,+Ar,-a,)-6(r,--a,) 
= a2 
AT, 
,@~,-a,) . 1 (4.6) 
Now we introduce the limit o expression (4.6) and note the continuity of
a2 in each variable and the result of Lemma 4.4 to obtain 
= a2 lim 6(~,+At,,a,)-6(rl,al) 
AT, 
5 &z2 - a21 
AT,-.0 1 
=az[-D6(z,-a,),@r,-az)]. 
Since D6(r, -a,) is again a member of Y’(R’), we have that c$~(T,, r2) is 
differentiable in 5,. We could proceed by induction for the higher 
derivatives. 
409’135’2.6 
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LEMMA 4.7. Let 6(z, - 0,) be a translate ofthe delta function, a(~,), 
belonging to the space, Y’(R’). Then 
Lim (1 + rf)” 6’“‘)(z, - 0,) = 0 
7, +o 
for all mj<m, i= 1, 2, . . . . in Y(R’). 
Proof Select any rapid descent est function, &o.,), and consider 
Lim I (( I + T:)~ dcml)(~, - 0,), d(o,))l 
T, 4 m 
= lim (1 +~f)~ Iq5(m’)(~,)=0. 
i, - 5 
PROPOSITION 4.8. The function, I$~(T,, z ), defined in expression (4.3) is a 
rapid escent est function. 
Proof A rapid descent test function must be C” which is a con- 
sequence of Proposition 4.5. The growth condition requirement can be 
stated in the following alternative way: 
for each positive integer, m.Again we insert the definition for & and obtain 
= lim a,[(1 +t:)mB(ml)(~l -a,), (1+~~)~6(*~)(5,--~~)] 
T, - a> q - 72 
m, +mz<m. (4.9) 
Now using the results of Lemma 4.7 and the continuity of a, in each 
variable implies the desired result. Q.E.D. 
We recall from generalized function theory that for each tempered 
distribution, h E Y’(R), there xists a fundamental sequence, {f, I,“= ,, such 
that 
(4.10) 
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for every #EY(R). Moreover there exists a positive integer, k >O, such 
that 
lim (1 +t2))k If,(t)\ =0 (4.11) 
, - 7l 
uniformly in y [S]. 
THEOREM 4.12. If @ E rp3”B, then the multilinear symmetric functionals, 
ay, q > 1, associated to @ given in expression (2.2) satisfy 
a,Ch,, . .hyl = (h, 0 ... Oh,, 4,) (4.13) 
for all h,cY’(R), (1 didq), where 
$&T1, . . . . tY) ff a,[G(t, - a,), . . . . 6(r, - a,)]. 
Proof: Again to minimize notation, we content ourselves with the case 
q = 2. Let hjE Y’(R), 1 < id 2, and select fundamental sequences, {f,},“= 1 
and ( g,} ;=, , where 
and 
for all 4 E Y(R). Moreover, positive integers, k;, i = 1, 2, exist such that 
lim (1 + ~~)-~l If,(r)1 = 0r-m 
(4.14) 
lim (1 + T’)-~’ lg,(T)l =o 7-y. 
uniformly in y and q. 
By Proposition 4.8 the function, 
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is a member of Y(R’). Thus for E > 0 there xists a positive constant, A , 
such that 
(1 + ?)kl (1 + t2)kz l$+(z 
1 
I 2 I3 t2)l ds,dz, <--E 2 
for all T> A 1. Also from expressions (4.14) it follows for our E > 0 there 
exists positive constants, A , A,, such that 
1 
SUP (1 +T2)-k’ If;.(T)l <-& 
2 ITI > A? 
(4.15) 
and 
SUP (1 +T2) -‘* /g,(T)] <;&’ 
ITI > A3 
(4.16) 
uniformly in y and q. We define 
A =max(A,, A,, A3). (4.17) 
Now using the fundamental sequence representation for the tempered 
distributions, h 1, i= 1, 2, we obtain 
Expression (4.18) contains an improper double integral which can be 
divided into the following regions: 
We will calculate estimates for two of the regions. The estimates for the 
seven other regions are computed in a similar manner. Expressions (4.15) 
(4.16), and cj2(~,, f2) being a rapid descent est function imply 
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(4.20) 
The calculation (4.20) verifies that the improper integrals can be 
approximated with an appropriate amount of any arbitrary E. We now 
approximate the integral over the finite region with a Riemann sum 
approximation. We define the mesh to be 
A/rr~~= Akat, =y (4.21) 
0 
and obtain 
= lim 
ko+s 
2 2 ~~(-A+i,A,,~,).g,(-A+i,A,,r,) 
,,=o i2=0 
.$2(-A+i,Ako~l, -A + i2 A,,T,) A,,, TzA~,~, 
= lim ? 2 ~~(-A+i,A,,r,).g,(-A+i,A,,t,) 
kg + 3c, ,I=0 rz=O 
.~,C~(-A+~,A,,~,-(T,),~(-A+~~A~~~~-~~)].A~~~~A~~T, 
=a* 
[ 
lim 2 ~~(-A+i,AkoT,).~(-A+ilAkosl-~,).Ako~,, 
ko-cc. I, =o 
lim 2 g,(-A+i,A,,~,).6(-A+i,A,,r,--a,).A,,t, 
kg-22 ‘2 =0 1 
= a, [j ~Aflhb~(wh)d~~r jlg~(Tz,6(1~-~2)d~2], (4.22) 
where the integrals, f! f,(r,)h(t,-a,)dz, and, sfAgr1(r2) 6(t,-o,)dz 
are taken in the sense of parametric integrals inthe space Y’(R) [35]. 
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Now we consider the continuous convolution operator in the space, 
Y’(R), [SO] and obtain 
/2,=6*/r,= lim a*&,, 
Y-s 
h, = 6 * h, = lim 6 * g,,. 
)?-r 
Since a2 is bilinear continuous on Y’(R) x Y’(R), we have 
a,Ch,, h,l = a,Ch, *8, h, * 61 
= lim lim a,[f, * 6, gq * Sl 
.,’ + 00 ‘I + a, 
(4.23) 
Again by bilinearity of u2 the improper integrals inexpression 4.23 can be 
evaluated over the regions given in expression (4.19). 
Let us calculate an estimate for a parametric integral in the space, 
Y’(R). Select any rapid descent est function, d(al) and consider 
Again we verify that the improper integrals inexpression (4.24) can be 
estimated with an appropriate amount of an arbitrary E > 0. 
For E>O and ~(~,)E,Y(R) and the positive integer, k,, given in 
expression (4.15), there xists a positive constant, A , such that 
for all y and 
SUP (1 +T2)-k’ lJ)(T)l <E/2 
ITI >4 
(4.25) 
s 
--: (1 + T2) -k’ l&T)1 dz < &/2 VT> A‘,. (4.26) 
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We define 
T-M 
Ako~=- 
ko ’ 
where -M-C -T< -A, and obtain the following Riemann sum estimates. 
: fi,(-T-i,A,,2)6(-T-i,Ako~-~,)Akotl,~(~) 
r,=o 
= k,“-“m 2 ,~~(-T-i,A,,t)~(-T-i,A,,z,)A,;, 
I, =o 
= 
Since (4.27) can be proven for all -MC - T-c -A, we have that the 
parametric integrals over ( - cc, -A] can be approximated with an 
appropriate amount of an arbitrary E > 0. 
We now return to expression (4.23) and calculate the Riemann sum 
estimates for the proper parametric integral. 
Again define 
Ako~2 = Ako~, =F 
0 
and we obtain 
(4.28) 
lim 5 g~(--++i2AkoT2)iS(-A+i2AkoZ2-~2).Ako~2 . kg + m 1 (4.29) 12 =0 
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We see that the Riemann sum approximations are the same as the 
Riemann sum approximation for expression (4.22). We conclude from this 
observation that expression (4.13) is indeed true. 
5. THE KERNEL REPRESENTATION 
For each @ E rp,“, we have by Section 4 a kernel representation f reach 
symmetric multilinear functional, ay, q b 1. We now have an alternate 
associated state vector, 
where C& = a, and the #,,, q > 1, are given by Theorem 4.12. The represen- 
tation given by expression (5.1) will enable us to study the classical 
annihilation and creation operators. However, we first explore some of the 
topological properties ofour new structure. 
We equip our linear space with the following sequence of norms. 
(5.2) 
where 
“fj, ‘lm = sup (1 + 5:)m “. (1 + r:)” I qq::;~:::‘$ I It,, .. . . zy’ E R3y. (5.3) 
0 <.i, s m 
l<i<q 
Here again ji=jil +j, +jij when 0 <j, <n and (0, .. . . ji, .  . 0) = 
(0, .. . . ji, jh,jij, 0, .. . . 0). Also we have ri = (ri,, ri2, r,,) and 1 + r: = 
1 + rf, + rf, + rf,. The representation, 
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when utilized inthe literature requires that the infinite sum of the entries be 
integrable insome sense. We in fact prove that the infinite sum is integrable 
in the following sense. 
THEOREM 5.4. Given a @E rp.sB, then its kernel representation 
satisfies 
(5.1) 
ProoJ Clearly the constant, \&,I, does not contribute othe problem. 
We consider a partial sum, 
2 j V&t,, . . . . ~c,)l~ dz,, . . . dT, 
y=, Rq 
i 
cc;= I [jRY ((k&b,, . ..> ?/)i* c1 +~:)m”‘(l +$“)i 
= 
(( 1 + r;)” . . . (1 + r;)“)) dz, , . . . . d7,]] q ! l’P(sBm)Y 
q ! yYB,)Y 
(5.5) 
... (1 + T;)m)) dT,, . . . . dz,]] (sB,)” q!l’p 
q ! l’P( s&)4 
(5.6) 
Since expression (5.6) remains to be true when m + CQ and B, 2 B, V m 
implies the series converges. Q.E.D. 
We now prove that the space of representations (2.2) equipped with 
norms (2.3) is equivalent to the space of representations (5.1) equipped 
with norms (5.2). 
LEMMA 5.7. The tempered distribution, (1+ r’)” dci’(r - a), 0 < i < m, 
belongs to the unit ball in the space, C,,,, which is the space of all tempered 
distributions having rank <m. 
Proof: Select any rapid descent est function, #(a), and consider 
I((1 +22)“~(i)(Z-6),~(6))1=1(1+~2)m(-l);~(i)(Z)I~1 11&l,. 
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THEOREM 5.8. The norms, 
lIl@lIl.~Bm = s:P 
ll~yllm P 
(sB,)Y 
and 
m = 0, 1, are equivalent. 
Proof: We select any multilinear symmetric functional, uy, q 2 1, and 
consider 
/l~qllm = sup IQ, h, . ..> hl I 
IIW-mG 1 
= sup I(h@“,4,)I 
ll~ll mc 1
~(IlhllLJ’ II4,llm~ Ik,llm~ 
Since this is true for every q, we have 
sup ll~,llmq!l’p<sup I14,11m9!“p 
4 (sB,Y ’ y WJ’ ’ 
Conversely, we calculate 
= o~w;, la,[( 1+ z:)” 6”‘)(r, -a,), . ..) (1 + ri,” 6”+, - a,)] I 
O<l<Y 
d llaqIln2 
and the desired result follows. 
6. CLASSICAL ANNIHILATION AND CREATION OPERATORS 
The annihilation and creation operators were introduced in Section 3 on 
the multilinear representations forthe state vectors. In this section we 
introduce them on the kernel representation. This is the current method 
frequently used in the literature [7]. We again investigate the topological 
properties inthis etting. 
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DEFINITION 6.1. For Q, E PAB and h E Y’(R) we define the annihilation 
operator, a- (A), as 
a (h): (6.2) 
We note that each 4, is symmetric so the tempered distribution, h, can 
be applied to any variable. For convenience we select he last variable. 
We also note if the tempered distribution is in fact a regular tempered 
distribution aq5E Y(R), then expression (6.2) becomes 
a (4): 
We could investigate he topological properties within the setting of 
expression (6.2) but resist i because of present physical applications. 
THEOREM 6.4. The operator a- (4) for qd E Y(R) is a linear continuous 
operator on TPB to P. 
Proof: The linearity isobvious so we investigate the continuity. Select 
any space, rp,sB. Then select s’>s and consider the operator a-(#) on 
rp.sB to rp,s’B. Consider any norm, I\/ . (IjJsB,, and evaluate the following: 
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( 
Js+l ld,+,II,c~((l~(~,,...,~,+,)1(1+z~+,)dz,+,)/ 
= sup u+~:+1))1 > 
(S’&)Y 
q ! l/P 
4 
Q Ill @ III :.B, sup v4= 
s 4+1 
11411, s’Bm 
4 0 
7 
(q + 1)“” 
d K Ill @III :B, 
The infinite composition of the annihilation operator can be applied to a 
state vector of the form (5.1) in an appropriate fashion similar to Theorem 
3.6. The details of such a generalization areleft o the reader. We now 
address the creation operator as it appears in the literature. 
DEFINITION 6.5. For ~~~~~~~ and c$EY(R) we define the creation 
operator, a+(#), as 
af((b): TPBHPB 
. . . . 
The sym operator is introduced to preserve the symmetry of the qth 
kernel entry, qb 2. The square root operator is introduced in both the 
annihilation a d creation operators o that the canonical commutator 
relationships hold in our infinite dimensional Fock space. We again 
content ourselves with proving the linear continuity ofthe operator, a + (#), 
and leave to the reader the composing of the creation operator an infinite 
number of times. 
THEOREM 6.6. The operator, a+(d), for tj~Lf(R) is a linear continuous 
operator on TpB to P. 
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Proof We once again investigate only the continuity of the creation 
operator. We select s’ > s and evaluate the following. 
-UP& ll6llm 
IIf)- ,IlJq- l)!“P S yP’ q”P 
Y (sB,,,)~- ’ 0 - 7 S’BI?, 
<K lll@lll:~,~ 
The canonical commutator relationships are 
representations forthe members of our infinite 
The canonical commutator relationships are
[a-(d), a-(411 =o 
[IQ+(d), a+(d)1 =o 
Q.E.D. 
verified with the kernel 
dimensional Fock space. 
where id is the identity operator on the space, rp,lB. 
7. TRANSPOSES OF LINEAR CONTINUOUS ANNIHILATION 
AND CREATION OPERATORS 
If a linear continuous transformation, A, on TPB to TpB and a linear con- 
tinuous functional, F on r PB to the scalars are given, then the following 
diagram can be displayed: 
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DEFINITION 7.1. The transpose, ‘A, of A satisfies 
for all F E ( PB)’ and for all @ E fpB. 
The linearity and continuity of ‘A are easily verified and we proceed to 
determine a form of a creation and annihilation perator in (r@)‘. 
In [46] each F has the representation, 
(7.2) 
where FO is a scalar and F,, q >/ 1, are symmetric tempered distributions 
satisfying the norm conditions, 
,To IIFJ -m(&J’(q!)-“F< 00, (7.3) 
for all m>m,. The m, is the rank of F. 
We proceed to define the annihilation operators on state vectors given in 
expression (7.2). 
DEFINITION 7.4. The annihilation perator, D,, #E Y(R) is defined as 
D, : ( PB)’ H (I+), 
From Definition (6.5) for the creation operator, a+(d), and checking that 
<F, a+(d) @> = CD, F, @>, 
we obtain the result 
‘a+(b)= D,. (7.5) 
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As we proceed to define an appropriate creation operator, it becomes 
apparent hat the symmetrization perator on the kernel representation f r
@ has no consequence when it is evaluated by our F representation given 
in expression (7.2). 
However, we must preserve symmetry in our F representations, thus, the 
creation operator includes the sym operator in the following sense: 
Symh(~,)Oh2(~d=f Ch,(z,)Oh,(z,)+h,(r,)Oh,(z,)l, 
where h, E,!?‘(R), i= 1, 2. 
DEFINITION 7.6. The creation operator, Qh, h E 9”(R), is defined as 
Qh : (P)’ H (P)’ 
From the Definition (6.2) of the annihilation perator, a-(h), one verifies 
that 
for all FE (rpB)’ and all @E TpB implying the result, 
‘D, = Q,,. 
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